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ABSTRACT 
Studying the global evol ution of spiral galaxies requi res determini ng their overall chemical compositions. However, 
since spi rals tend to possess gradients in their chemical compositions, determining their overal l chemical abundances 
poses a challenge. tn this study, the framework for a new ly proposed method fo r determi ni ng the overall oxygen 
abundance of a disk is estab lished . By separately in tegrating the abso lute amounts of hydrogen and oxygen out to 
large radii, the cumulative oxygen abundance is shown to approach an asympto tic value. tn this manner, a re liable 
account of the overall chemical state of a disk is revealed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In order to fully understand the history of the uni verse, it 
is essential to understand the history of the individual galaxies 
within it. To understand the history of galaxies, it is necessary 
to learn about the types and amounts of elements of which 
they consist. Many facto rs may contribute to the evolution of 
galaxies, including initial conditions (Guesten & Mezger 1982), 
mass accretion (Chiosi 1980; Lacey & Fall 1985 ; Tsujimoto 
et a J. 1995), star format ion (Wyse & Silk 1989; Phillipps & 
Edmunds 1991 ), interactions of galaxies (Barnes & Hernquist 
199 1; Stewart et aJ. 2008), and the outflow of gas (Dahlem et aJ. 
1998; Pellin i et a J. 2000), These fac tors may affect evolu tion 
locally or globall y, 
Determ ining the metallicity of a galaxy grants insight in to its 
evolu tion because the elemental composition is direct ly related 
to star formation. The cum ulative effect of a ll star formation 
during the history of the galaxy is seen in the to tal enrichment 
of heavy elements. Within each galaxy, local variations of 
metallicity may occu r. 
A readily observable gauge of metallic ity in star-form ing 
regions is the oxygen abundance (Searle 197 1; Shields 1974). 
Oxygen lines are among the most prominent within spectra 
of H II regions, and techniques for analyzing them are well 
developed (Edmu nds & Pagel 1984; McCall et aJ. 1985; Yflchez 
& Pagel 1988). Oxygen is created almost entire ly thro ugh stellar 
processes, and most of it is created inside short- li ved massive 
stars, which end their lives as Type 11 supernovae. Since the 
lifetimes of these stars are negligible on a cosmic timescale, the 
creation of oxygen can be said to occ ur at a rate proport ional to 
that of the star formation rate. Thus, modeling of the evolution 
of the oxygen conten t of galaxies is simplified. 
A prob lem exists in quantifying the oxygen abundance of a 
spi ral galaxy. In a galaxy possessing a gradient in its chem ical 
composit ion, the oxygen abundance at any given radiu s cannot 
generall y be said to represent the chemical state of the galaxy. A 
simple method that is sometimes adopted is to merely choose a 
particular rad ius to characterize the ent ire galaxy (Zaritsky et al. 
1994). Different galaxies can then be compared via chemical 
compositions at this chosen radiu s. However, the radius chosen 
is necessaril y arbi trary and the corresponding composi tion may 
not tru ly represent the ac tual composition of the galaxy as a 
whole. Inevitably, comparisons among galaxies are fraught with 
danger. 
Sadavoy & McCal l (2006) were the fi rst to introduce the 
idea that the ratio of the global abundance of oxygen relative to 
hydrogen within a spiral galaxy might be detenninable. Th is was 
done fo rtwo spirals, NGC 5457 and NGC 6946. They calculated 
the to tal num ber of oxygen atoms out to a certain distance from 
the center and divided it by the to tal number of hydrogen atoms 
withi n that distance. They observed that the ratio of the to tal 
number of oxygen atoms to the to tal number of hydrogen atoms 
approached a constant at large radii. The reason why the oxygen 
abundance approaches an asymptote is as fo llows. In the inner 
parts of a galaxy, n(O )/n(H ) is high. However, oxygen is spread 
over a small volume. The outer parts of a galaxy have less 
oxygen, but it is spread over a larger volume. As it turns out , 
the rate of decline of n(O)/n(H ) with radius wins out over the 
rate of increase in surface area of the disk, with the resul t that 
n(O)/n(H) with in some radius approaches an asymptote as the 
radi us becomes large. 
The fi rst goal of the research presented in this study is to test 
whether the cumulative abundances for a large sample of spira ls 
systematicall y approach asymptotes at large radii. The second 
goal is to analyze and understand the shape of the cum ulative 
oxygen abundance (eOA) curves, and thereby develop a way of 
robust ly quantifying the asymptotic abundances. 
This paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2, 
methods for measuring oxygen abundances are examined, and 
the best indirec t method for estimating oxygen abundances is 
established. In Section 3, the samp le of galaxies for study is 
constructed. In Section 4, the methods of data reduction for 
oxygen abundance analyses are described. In Section 5, radial 
profil es of oxygen abundances for H II regions are presen ted 
for a ll galaxies in the study, and an analysis of these plots 
is perfo rmed . In Section 6, the oxygen abundance data are 
combined with measurements of hydrogen within each galaxy 
to compute amounts of oxygen and hydrogen as a function of 
rad iu s. In Section 7, the e OA curves are plotted and asymptotes 
are established . The main results are summarized in Section 8. 
2. ANA LYSIS OF NEBULAR SPECTR A 
2.1. Direct and Indirect Methods fo r Calculating 
Oxygen Abundances 
H II reg ions are often modeled as two dis tinct zones of ion-
ization, one of low ionizat ion where 0 + is the predominant fo rm 
of oxygen, and one of high ionization where 0++ predominates, 
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An electron temperature is associated with each of these zones. 
In this paper, the temperatures for the 0 + and 0 ++ zones are 
referred to as T[O II] and T[O III], respectively. Model s show 
that temperatures in the two zones of ionization are related to 
one another (Pagel et al. 1992 ; [zotov et al. 1997; Deharveng 
et al. 2000). The model presented by Garnett ( 1992) has been 
adopted here. It relates the two zones via the following equation: 
T[O II] = 0.7T[0 Itt] + 3000 K. (I) 
The most effective method of finding abundances is to first 
measure the temperature in at leas t one of the zones. From 
there, an estimate of the abundances of 0 + and 0 ++ can be 
accomplished. This method is referred to as the "direct" method. 
Models of statistical equilibrium can give a good estimate of 
the electron temperature in the 0 ++ zone from a compari son of 
the line flu x at [0 III] 1-4363 and one of the other doubly ionized 
oxygen ions, [0 Itt] 1-4959 or [0 Itt] 1-5007. 
A challenge arises if the oxygen abundance of a region is 
larger than approximately 12+log(0/ H) = 8.5 because [0 lit] 
),,4363 can become too faint to be observed. Therefore, it 
is necessary to find another method for calculating oxygen 
abundances at high metallicities. Many techniques have been 
proposed, the most popular of which emp loys the combi nation 
of forbidden lines of oxygen in the R23 index (Pagel et a l. 1979) 
([0 II] 1-3727 + [0 Ill] ),),4959, 5007) 
R 23 = HP , (2) 
where HP refers to the hydrogen Balmer series line at 486 1.32 A. 
The forbidden line [0 II] ),,3727 is ac tually a combination of the 
close doublet [0 n] 1-1-3726, 3729. 
A comparison of R23 versus oxygen abundance shows that 
for oxygen abundances between approximately 7.95 and 8.20, 
no correlation exists (Pil yugin 2000, 200 I). Therefore, when 
analyzing galaxies using a calibration of the R23 index, it is 
necessary to restrict the sample of H 11 regions to those with 
oxygen abundances higher than 12+log(0 / H) = 8.20. Typically, 
H 1I regions within large spiral galaxies do not have oxygen 
abundances that fa ll below 12+log(0 / H) = 7.95. Methods for 
calculating oxygen abundances that make use of the R23 index 
are referred to as " indirect" methods. Some such methods wi ll 
be discussed in Section 3. 
2.2. Density Determinations 
In general, H II regions have relatively low electron densities. 
Typical ly, densities range from 10 cm- 3 to 250 cm- 3 . Within this 
range, density variati ons barely affect statistical equilibrium . 
Over the range from 10 cm - 3 to 250 cm- 3 , calculated oxygen 
abundances change by Jess than 0.0 I dex. This variation is 
more than an order of magnitude smaller than typical errors 
of measurement. In thi s study, a ll densities are assumed to be 
100 cm- J 
3. CALCULATION OF OXYGEN ABUNDANCES 
3.1. Options for R23 Calibra tion 
Many different strong line calibration techniques have been 
proposed since the original R23 index was introduced by Pagel 
et a l. (1979). Three of the most widely used calibration methods, 
McGaugh ( 199 1), Zaritsky et al. ( 1994), and Pilyugin (200 1), 
were used in the study by Sadavoy & McCall (2006). The 
calibrations for calculating oxygen abundances are, respectively, 
as fo llows: 
2 
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McGaugh (1 99 1): 
12 + log(O/ H) = 12 - 2.939 - 0.2x - 0.237x' 
- 0.305x 3 - 0.0283x4 
- y(0.0042 - 0 .0221x - 0. 102x ' 
- 0.0817x J - 0 .00717x4 ), (3) 
h I ( R ) d I (O IIl !H4959. 5007 were x = og 23 an Y = og 10 II jU727 ; 
Zaritsky et al. ( 1994): 
12 + 10g(0/ H) = 9.265 - 0.33x 
where x = log(R23 ); 
Pil yugin (200 I): 
- 0.202x ' - 0.207x3 - 0.333x' , (4) 
R23 + 54.2 + 59.45P + 7.3 1 P' 
12 + log(O/ H) = , (5) 
6 .07 + 6.71 P + 0.37 p 2 + 0.243 R23 
where P _ [OIll! H 4959.5007 
- [0 II ] )..3727+[0 III] U 4959. 5007 ' 
The McGaugh ( 199 1) and Pil yugin (200 1) calibrat ions have 
the advantage of including the ratio of [0 II] ),,3727 to [0 111] 
),),4959,5007 along with the R23 index. Without incorporating 
this ratio, it is possible to misinterpret a spectral difference 
arising from a deviation in physical conditions as a consequence 
ofa difference in chem ical composition. 
3.2. Empirical Comparison of Direct and indirect Abundances 
Detennining a proper calibration of oxygen abundances using 
indi rect methods is done by comparing the results of the various 
calibrations to those obtained by the direct method. For H II 
regions whose oxygen abundance levels are below l2+log 
(O/ H) = 8.20, this approach is not possib le. At high metallicities 
(l2+log(0 / H) > 8.50), the [0 Ill ] 1-4363 auroral line becomes 
too faint to detect. Then, veri ficati on of indirect methods of 
calibration can be performed using planetary nebulae (di scussed 
in Section 3.3). 
rn this study, ent ire galaxies were chosen to anchor calibra-
tions as opposed to individual H II regions from a large variety 
of galaxies. This is because abundance gradients can be used to 
guide the connection of R23 and direct abundances. The reduc-
tion of data was performed with SNAP (Spreadsheet Nebular 
Analysis Package), a program developed at York University in 
Toronto, Canada (Komljenovic et a l. 1996). 
Figure I shows abundances as a function of radius for two 
different galaxies, NGC 300 and NGC 5457, for which both 
the direct method and various indi rect methods using R23 have 
been applied. [n these plots, the slopes of the gradients from 
the various calibration methods have been constrained to match 
the slope of the gradient of the direct method. In this way, it is 
possible to get an overall picture of the systematic diffe rence 
in abundances from different calibrations. The difference in 
O j H between the various methods of calibration and the 
direct method are listed in Table I. It is evident that , of the 
three methods of calcu lating oxygen abundances, the closest 
approximation is that of Pilyugin (200 I l. 
In Table I, it is clear that a lthough the Pilyugin equation 
delivers abundances closest to the true vaJues, there is still 
a small difference. Nonetheless, for this paper the Pi lyug in 
calibration was adopted in its original fo rm . 
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Figure I. Oxygen abundance vs. deprojected radius for NGC 300 (top) and 
NGC 5457 (bottom). In each graph, the thick sol id line represents the best linear 
fit to abundances derived from the d irect method. The thin so lid line, the dashed 
line, and the dotted line represent the best linear fi ts to the abundances from the 
calibrations of Pi lyugin (200 1), McGaugh ( 199 1), and Zaritsky et al. (1 994), 
respectively. 
Table 1 
Compari son of Various Calibration Methods for Determining 
Oxygen Abundances 
Ca libration NGC 300 NGC 5457 
Number of I-I II regions 18 17 
with LO IIIJ )..4363 
Direct Slope (dex arcmin- 1) -0.38 -0.86 
Intercept (0/ 1-1 at ,. = 0) 8.54 8.69 
Pilyugin Intercept (0/ 1-1 at,. = 0) 8.62 8.76 
Difference from direct 0.08 0.07 
McGaugh Intercept (O/ H at,. = 0) 8.88 9.06 
Difference from direct 0.34 0.37 
Zari tsky Intercept (0/ 1-1 at,. = 0) 8.97 9.21 
Difference from direct 0.43 0.52 
3.3. Verification of R23 Calibration with Planetary Nebulae 
AnOlher possible approach to finding chemical abundances is 
by observing planetary nebulae. Planetary nebulae resu lt from 
3 
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Figure 2. Oxygen abundance vs. deprojected radius for H II regions (closed 
triangles) and planetary nebul ae (open circles) in NGC 3031. Abundances in H II 
regions were derived usi ng the Pilyugi n (200 I) calibrat ion. The sol id and dotted 
Jines represent, respectively. the best-fit trends for 1-1 II regio ns and planetary 
nebul ae. 
the death of long-lived stars, so they have oxygen abundances 
approximately equal to that of their progenitors (with little or 
no self-enrichment). Thu s, depending on the star formation 
rate since the birth of the progenitors, planetary nebulae may 
underva lue the oxygen abundance in the interstellar medium 
(ISM; McCall & Richer 2003). On the other hand, H II regions 
are thought to have chemical compositions c losest to that of the 
ISM (McCall & Richer 2003). 
Although planetary nebu lae may undervalue the oxygen 
abundance in the ISM (McCall & Richer 2003), with enough 
statistics, planetary nebulae may st ill be used to gauge oxygen 
abundances. Richer et a l. ( 1997) showed that there is a relation-
ship between planetary nebulae and H II region abundances at 
a given radius. Gradients of the oxygen abundance found for 
H II regions and planetary nebu lae for the same galaxy have the 
same slope, but the trends can be offset from each other by a 
small amount, with H II reg ions disp laying higher abundance 
val ues at a ll radi i. The offset amounts to less than 0.15 dex, 
so it is possible to use planetary nebulae to check H II region 
determinat ions. This is particularly valuab le where the oxygen 
abundance is high; H 11 reg ions are so coo l that abundances can-
no t be determined without the aid of models, whereas central 
stars of planetary nebu lae are so hot that auroral lines remain 
strong. 
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the abundances of planetary 
nebu lae and H II regions in NGC 303 1. The so lid line represents 
the best fit for the H II regions, whi le the dotted line is the 
trend for planetary nebu lae. Note that the slopes of the best-fit 
lines (-0.052 and -0.065, respectively) are the same within 
the errors (0.008 and 0.01 5, respectively). With the slope fo r 
H II regions fixed at the value for planetary nebu lae, the trends 
are separated by only 0.10 dex. This fact is important because 
it gives confidence to the high oxygen abundance end of the 
Pi lyugin calibration, where H II regions are too coo l to detect 
auroral lines, preventing the measurement of temperatures and 
the d irect determination of abundances. The offset of H u region 
abundances from those fo r planetary nebu lae is consistent with 
the abundance gap predicted fo r those meta ll icities by Richer 
et a l. ( 1997). 
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Table 2 
Physica l Attribules of Galaxies in the Study 
Galaxy 
NGC224 
NGC 300 
NGC 598 
NGC628 
NGC925 
NGC 1097 
NGC 1232 
NGC 1365 
NGC 2403 
NGC2903 
Ot her Names 
M31 , Andromeda 
Caldwell 70 
M33, Triangul um 
M74 
Great Barred Spiral 
Caldwell 7 
NGC3031 M81 
NGC 3 184 
NGC3198 
NGC4258 
NGC 4559 
NGC 5194 
NGC 5236 
NGC 5457 
NGC6946 
NGC 7793 
M I06 
M5 J, Whirlpool 
M83, Southern Pinwheel 
MIOI, Pinwheel 
Caldwell 12, Fireworks 
Type Dis!. Mod. 
( I ) (2) 
SA(,)b 24.34 ± 0.09 
SA(,)d 26.44 ± 0.08 
SA(s)cd 24.62 ± O.OS 
SA(s)c 29.64 ± 0.07 
SAB(,)d 29.78 ± 0.05 
SB(,)b 31. 11 ±0.20 
SAB(rs)c 3 1.34 ± 0.20 
SB(,)b 3 1.25 ± 0.06 
SAB(*d 27.50 ± 0.05 
SAB(rs)bc 29.62 ± 0. 19 
SA(s)ab 27.75 ± 0.09 
SAB(rs)cd 30.22 ± 0.20 
SB(rs)c 30.64 ± 0.08 
SAB(s)bc 29.29 ± 0.09 
SAB(rs)cd 29.03 ± 0.20 
SA(s)bc 29.41 ±O. I I 
SAB(s)c 2S.35 ± 0. 10 
SAB(rs)cd 29.24 ± 0. 13 
SAB(rs)cd 28.83 ± 0.22 
SA(,)d 27.78 ± 0.24 
Ro Ro P.A. 
n (kpc) C) C) 
(3) (4) (5) (6) 
102.09 23.5 78 38 
11. 19 86. 1 46 107 
37.07 9. 1 54 23 
5.36 46.2 9 48 
5.48 47.5 61 109 
4.77 43.2 31 ' 14 1u 
3.7 1 33.8 30b 10Sb 
5.6 1 5 1.0 40 32 
11.45 9 1.6 60 125 
6.29 54.2 61 23 
13.77 11 1.2 57 15 1 
3.7 1 32.6 16' J79c 
4.26 38.0 72 2 16 
9.3 1 79.3 67 150 
5.48 46.3 67' 323d 
5.6 1 48.0 20 166 
6.59 54.3 25 66 
14.42 122.6 21 43 
8.30 69.6 33 66 
4.77 38.5 52 105 
Notes. ( I) Revised Hubble Type, from de Vaucouleurs et al. (199 1). (2) Distance modulus and error. in mag, with the zero point set by the maser distance to NGC 4258, 
from M. L. McCall (2012. in preparation). (3) lsophotal radius, corrected to face-on and corrected for galactic extinction, in arcm inutes, from de Vaucou leurs et al. 
( 199 1). (4) Same as (3). but in ki loparsecs, from de Vaucou leurs el al. (\ 99 1). (5) Inclination, from M. L. McCall (20 12, in preparation). (6) Posi tion angle measured 
eastward from north, from M. L. McCall (2012, in preparatio n). 
a Ondrechen et al. (1 989). 
b van Zee & Bryant (1 999). 
C Begeman (1989). 
d Barbieri ct al. (2005). 
4 . SELECTION OF GALAXIES 
4. 1. Selection Criteria 
Twenty galaxies were chosen for study. Galaxies at e ither 
extreme of the Hubble sequence were excluded. Ell iptical 
galaxies have litt le gas and so do not contain H II regions. 
Also, their planetary nebu lae are difficu lt to observe. Thu s, their 
abundance gradients are not well known. Irregular galaxies, such 
as dwarfs, were excl uded since their chemical composi tions are 
homogeneous (Olszewski et a l. 199 1; Bica et al. 1998 ; Parisi 
et aJ. 2009; Cion i 2009) and Ihey therefore do not generally 
possess a gradient in their oxygen abundance. The galaxies 
chosen in this sample range from 2.4 to 7.4 on the Revised 
Hubble System T scale (de Vaucouleurs et aJ. 199 I). 
The two galaxies studied by Sadavoy & McCall (2006) were 
included in order to compare and evaluate their findings. All 
analyses involving th ese two galaxies were re-done using self-
consistent methods for data reduction and comp utations. 
Di stances were determ ined preferentially from stellar indi-
cators, namely, Cepheid variables, planetary nebulae, the tip 
of the red giant branch, or surface brightness fl uctuations. A 
pairwise analysis of 127 distances to 34 nearby galaxies was 
undertaken to define zero poi nts fo r the fo ur methods anchored 
to the maser distance to NGC 4258 (a distance modulus of 
29.29: Herenstein et al. 1999 ; Gibson 2000; Macri et aJ. 2006). 
The same galaxies were used to define the Tull y-Fisher re lation 
in I , which was employed for galaxies lacking observations of 
stellar constituents, Throughout, corrections for ex tinction and 
motion were accomplished with the aid of the York Extinction 
Solver (McCall 2004). The reddening law of Fitzpatrick ( 1999) 
4 
was employed, se t up to deliver a ratio of total-to-selective ex-
tinction of 3.07 for Vega (see McCall 2004). Further detail s 
concerning distance analyses are provided in Fingerhut et a \. 
(2007) and M. L. McCall (20 I 2, in preparation). 
4.2. Published In/ormation 
For this study it was important to select galaxies fo r which 
there was published info rmation on many H TI regions located 
at a wide range of radii across each. Specifically, measurements 
of the emission li nes of oxygen and hydrogen in H n regions 
and maps of 2 1. 1 cm radiation from H I (which traces neutra l 
hydrogen) were needed. In addition, galaxies with data relating 
to their molecular hydrogen content were favored. Such infor-
mation comes in the fo nn of carbon monoxide maps, since CO 
traces molecular hydrogen (Dickman 1978). 
All data used in thi s analysis were collected from published 
works. The physical attributes of a ll galaxies in the study are 
li sted in Table 2. Table 3 gives the sources from which the data 
fo r each galaxy were taken. 
5. MEASUREMENTS OF OXYGEN ABUNDANCE 
GRAD rENTS IN GALAX IES 
In order to calculate oxygen abundances for H II regions 
within the samp le galaxies, both the indirect method and, where 
possib le, the direct method were used. For H II regions where 
[0 Ill] 1.4363 was avai lab le, only the direct method was app lied 
so as not to doub le coun t the same region. It was possible to 
calcu late oxygen abundances for NGC 300 solely using the 
direct melhod. For the galaxies NGC 5236 and NGC 5457, a 
combination of direct and indirect methods was used to calculate 
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Table 3 
Publi shed Sources from Which Data Were Obtained 
Galaxy 
NGC 224 
NGC300 
NGC 598 
NGC 628 
NGC 925 
NGC 1097 
NGC 1232 
NGC 1365 
NGC 2403 
NGC 2903 
NGC 303 1 
NGC3 184 
NGC 3 198 
NGC4258 
NGC4559 
NGC 5 194 
NGC 5236 
NGC 5457 
NGC 6946 
NGC 7793 
O/ H 
Blair et al. (1982) 
Breso lin et al. (2009a) 
Bresolin (20 I I ) 
McCall et al. (1985) 
Ferguson et al. (1998) 
van Zee et al. (1998) 
Breso lin et al. (1999) 
Dors & Copetti (2005) 
Storchi-Bergmann et al. (1996) 
van Zee & Bryant (1999) 
Bresolin et al. (2005) 
Breso lin et al. (2005) 
McCall el aJ. (1985) 
van Zee et al. (1998) 
Garnett et al. (1997) 
Bresolin et al. ( 1999) 
van Zeeet al. (1998) 
Bresolin et al. (2005) 
Garnett & Shields (1987) 
Bresolin et al. (1999) 
Stanghcllini et al. (20 10) 
McCall et al. (1985) 
Zaritsky el al. (1994) 
van Zee et al. (1998) 
Zarilsky et al. (1 994) 
Bresolin (20 11) 
Zari lsky el al. (1 994) 
Bresolin et al. (1999) 
Breso lin ct al. (2004) 
Bresolin el al. (2005) 
Bresolin et al. (2009b) 
Kennicutt et al. (2003) 
Bresolin (2007) 
van Zee ct al. (1998) 
Cedres & Cepa (2002) 
McCall et aJ. (J 985) 
Ferguso n et at. (1998) 
Webster & Smith (1 983) 
McCall et al. ( J 985) 
oxygen abundances. Abundances for the remaining galaxies in 
thi s study were obtained strictly lI sing the Pil yugin (200 1) R23 
method. 
The two galaxies sampled by Sadavoy & McCall (2006), 
NGC 5457 and NGC 6496, were included in thi s study. However, 
compared to that stud y, the sample of H u regions was enlarged 
and the analysis was improved. H 11 regions that lie below 
12+log(O/ H) = 8.20 were elimi nated. Moreover, onl y the best 
choice for indi rect oxygen abundance calibrations was used, 
namely, that of Pilyugin (200 I). 
Figure 3 shows plots of the oxygen abundance versus depro-
jected angular radius for a ll galaxies in this study. Sources of 
spectroscopy are li sted in a legend within each graph. Since it is 
known that I1 (O)/I1(H) decays exponentially with radius (Searle 
197 1; Zaritsky 1992), plots of 12+log(O/ H) versus radius can 
justifiably be fitted with a line. Errors for abundances derived 
5 
co 
Chem in et al. (2009) Nieten et al. (2006) 
Westmeier (20 I I) 
Newto n (1980) Corbelli (2003) 
Wevers (1 984) Leroy et al. (2009) 
Pi sano et al. (1998) Leroy et al. (2009) 
Crosthwaite (2002) Gerin et al. (1988) 
van Zee & Bryant (1999) 
Holwerda et al. (2005) 
Leroy et al. (2008) Thornley & Wilson (1995) 
Wevers (1984) Youngetal. (1995) 
Holwerda et al. (2005) Sage & Westpfahl ( 199 1) 
Leroy et al. (2008) Leroy et al. (2009) 
Begeman ( 1989) Leroy el al. (2009) 
Weyers (1984) Young et al. (1995) 
Barbieri et aJ. (2005) 
Schuster el al. (2007) Schuster el al. (2007) 
Rogstad et at. (1 974) Andersso n (2002) 
Kenney et al. ( 199 1) Kenney et al. (199 1) 
Tacconi & Young (1986) Leroy et aJ. (2009) 
Leroy et al. (2008) 
from [0 Ill] )",4363 were propagated from uncertainties in line 
flu xes using SNAP. Errors for abu ndances derived from the R23 
method are about 0. 1 dex (Pilyugin 200 I). In each plot, the th ick 
sol id line represents the oxygen abundance gradient , whi le the 
dashed lines represent the maximum and minimum gradients 
a llowed by the data. These gradient limits were calcu lated by 
adding or subtracting the standard error of each slope to the 
slope itself, and then fitting the intercept. 
6. OVERALL QUANTITIES OF HYDROG EN 
AND OXYGEN 
6. 1. Motivation 
The gradients calcu lated in Section 5 enab le the computation 
of COAs, namel y, the total number of oxygen atoms divided by 
the total number of hydrogen atoms with in any rad iu s. In order 
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to examine how cumulative abundances vary with radius, it is 
necessary to track as a function of radius: 
1. the col umn density of hydrogen atoms; 
2. the oxygen abundance. 
Together, the total number of oxygen atoms within any radius is 
constrained. Oxygen abundances have already been determined 
fo r each galaxy in Section 5. Therefore, only the hydrogen is left 
to be found. In order to find the total hydrogen column density, 
it is necessary to calculate the column densities of all types of 
hydrogen: 
N(H) = N(HO) + 2N(H 2 ) + N(W). (6) 
The column density of molecu lar hydrogen is mu ltiplied by 2 
to account for the two hydrogen atoms from which it is made. 
It can be assumed that N(H+) is approximately zero, since it is 
restriclCd to H II reg ions or the hot ISM (which has a very small 
density). 
6 
6.2. Calculati1lg the Quantities of NeutraL 
and Molecular Hydrogen 
The majority of atomic hydrogen with in each galaxy is 
neutra l, and its column density can be mapped via emission at 
2 1.1 cm. The sources for H I data for all galaxies in the sample 
are listed in Table 3. 
Unl ike neutra l hydrogen, molecular hydrogen, H2 , does not 
produce any easi ly observable emission lines. Fortunately, there 
exists a direc t correlation between the column density of carbon 
monoxide, CO, and the column density of molecu lar hydrogen 
(Lebrun et al. 1983; Strong et a l. 1988; Desert et a l. 1988; Dame 
et al. 200 1). Thus, the CO emission lines can be used as a tracer 
of molecu lar hydrogen. The relationship between CO and H2 
can be stated as 
N(H, ) =X * I (CO), (7) 
where N(H , ) is the column density of H2 , I (CO)is the surface 
brightness of CO em ission, and X is a conversion factor. The 
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adopted method used to calculate the va lue of X is that developed 
by Wi lson (1 995). The relationship between X and the oxygen 
abundance is g iven by 
X 
log - = 5.95 - 0.67[12 + log(O/ H)], 
Xo 
(8) 
where Xo = 3 x 10 20 molecules cm - 2(K km S-I )-1 , Since 
H2 colum n densities de ri ved in various pub lished works are 
7 
calculated using a variety of CO to H2 calib rations, only o riginal 
CO data were employed here. These data were then converted 
in to H2 column densities as a func tion of radius via Eq uations (7) 
and (8) using oxygen abu ndances deri ved from the gradients 
determined in Section 5 . 
The column density of molec ular hydrogen is known to 
decrease with radius at approximately an exponential rate 
(Young & Scoville 1982). Thu s, graphs of the logarithm of 
the co lumn density of H2 molecu les versus deprojected rad iu s 
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were plotted and a line was fi t by least squares. Thi s fit was used 
to defi ne the approximate amount of H2 at every radiu s. 
Data on molecular hydrogen were not avai lab le for all 
galaxies in this study. For those lack ing coverage, the cumulative 
abundance is not truly "cumulat ive," However, as will be 
discussed in Section 7.3, the implications of not accounting 
fo r the contribution of H2 are minima l. 
Figure 4 shows typical radial trends of column densit ies of H t 
and H2, specifi ca lly for NGC 5457. The column density scale 
is logarithmic, and the linear H2 trend is displayed as a dashed 
line. Although the co lumn density of H2 starts at a higher level 
than that of H I , it quickly diminishes, leaving H I to dominate 
at large radii. 
7. CUMULATIVE OXYGEN ABUNDANCES 
7. 1. Method of Calculation 
The COA at a particular radius refers to the total number of 
oxygen atoms divided by the total number of hydrogen atoms 
with in a disk of that radius. COAs were est imated as follows. 
I. Setting of annuli. For each galaxy, deprojec ted radia l 
intervals were chosen based on available H I data. "Rings" 
with a width as large as the H I radial in tervals were 
generated. For example, in the case of NGC 5236, the 
disk was divided into 0.1 arcmin intervals (Le., H I data 
were given fo r r = O~ I, 0 ~2, 0:3, etc., where "r" is the 
deprojected radius) . For this galaxy, a ring was made with 
boundaries at r = 0~5 to r = I ~5 and another was made 
with boundaries at r = I ~ 5 to r = 2 ~ 5 , etc. For each of 
these rings, a to ta l surface area was calcu lated . 
2. n(O) j n(H) in each annulus. At each radial interval (set 
by the H J co lumn density data), the oxygen abundance 
was determined from the linear fi t to the H II region 
measurements (see Figure 3). 
3. Q(H I) in each annulus. The number of atoms of neutral 
hydrogen was calculated for each annul us by multiplying 
the H J column dens ity at the corresponding radi us by the 
surface area of the annulu s. 
4 . Q(H2 ) in each annulus. For those galaxies for which the 
molecular hydrogen contribution could be determined, the 
number of molecules of H2 was found by multiplying 
the value of N(H2 ) in each annulu s interpolated from the 
8 
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gradient of log(N(H2)) versus rad ius by the surface area of 
the annu lus. 
5. Q(H) ill each annulus. For those galaxies for which the 
H2 contribution could not be determined (i.e., NGC 300, 
NGC 1232, NGC 1365, NGC 4559, and NGC 7793), the 
number of hydrogen atoms in each annulus was generated 
using only the atomi c hydrogen density. For galaxies for 
which N(H ,) could be detennined, the total number of 
hydrogen atoms was computed from Q(H J) + 2Q(H2 ) . 
6. Q(O) in each anllulus. Knowing the to tal hydrogen in each 
annulu s, Q(H), as well as the oxygen abundance at every 
annulu s, n(O )j n(H), calculating the number of atoms of 
oxygen abundance in every annulus was accomplished by 
multiplying the two together. 
7. Cumulative oxygen abundance out to radius r. With knowl-
edge of the Q(O) and Q(H) in every annllill s, the COA Ollt 
to any radius, r, was calculated by summing annu lar con-
tributions to 0 and H within r. 
Plots of the eOA as a fun ction of radius are shown in Figure 5 
out to the radius of the last measurement of the H I column 
densi ty. All cumulative abundances are expressed as 12+log 
(O/ H). For easy comparison of trends, ordinates of all graphs 
span 0.5 dex in O/ H (with the exception of NGC 3 198). To 
show the extent of the extrapolation of the O j H gradient, vertical 
sol id lines bou nd the range of O j H measurements. Galaxies fo r 
which the H2 contribution could not be determined are notated 
accordingly. 
The radius at which the curves start in Figure 5 is that at 
which the H I column density reaches a maximum. At smaller 
radii , the eOA plots do not generall y show any sort of overall 
trend. However, as more and more oxygen and hydrogen atoms 
are integrated, the trends become more stable and eventua ll y 
tend to fo llow an exponentia ll y decaying curve. In the H J plots 
of both NGC 598 and NGC 4258, the peak of the H J profile 
actua ll y occurs at r = O. In these cases, secondary peaks which 
occur at r = 8:5 and r = 7' , respectively, have been used as 
starting points. 
Two of the galaxies, NGC 1365 and NGC 5236, have 
prominent bars which seem to distort the eOA trends at sma ll 
radii. The presence of the bar within the inner part of each 
of these galaxies distorts the H I map and, in turn , oxygen 
abundance values. Therefore, for these two galaxies, the first 
poin ts in the cumulati ve abundance plots have been chosen to 
be at radii at the ends of the bar. 
7.2. The Asymptotic Value of O/ H 
The trends in the COA with radius in Figure 5 appea r 
approximatel y exponential. Thi s is especia ll y evident for such 
galaxies as NGC 224, NGC 927, NGC 1232, NGC 2903, and 
NGC 4258, for which the curves reach an asymptote toward 
the last few points. However, not a ll galaxies trend to a clear 
asymptote. This inconsistency can be explai ned by the sampl ing 
of H I. The last point of each plot occurs at the radius of the last 
H J measurement availab le from the literature. It is suggested 
here that asymptotes would be clear for all galaxies if each one 
were sampled to large enough radii. Those galaxies which most 
c losely approach an asymptote are used to define how to fit 
cumulative abundance curves universa ll y. 
It is the conten tion here that asympto tes of the plots in Figure 5 
constitute good estimates of the overa ll oxygen abundances 
for most of the spiral galaxies in thi s study. Exponential 
functions were used to obtain asymptotes (and hence the overall 
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abundances), since they generall y fit well most of the e OA 
trends with radius. 
Beyond the peak in H I colum n dens ity, the trend in the 
cumulative abundances with radius was modeled by 
(9) 
In Equation (9),).. is the decay constant, b is the asymptote, and 
A + b is the nominal abu ndance at r = O. As r grows, and, hence, 
increasingly more of the lOtal oxygen and hydrogen is included 
in the cum ulat ive plot, the value of 12+log(O j H) decays un til it 
reaches the offset, b. Th us, the value of b determines the oxygen 
abundance of the galaxy as a whole, Le., the asymptotic oxygen 
abundance, 
Table 4 provides a summary of the fo llowi ng abundance 
parameters for a ll galaxies in the sample: oxygen abu ndance 
9 
gradient , asymptote of the cum ulat ive abundances (correc ted 
fo r missing H2 as necessary), the eOA at the last point sampled, 
and the diffe rence in cumu lat ive abundance between the last 
point sampled and the asymptote. The va lue of the asymptote is 
denoted here by ~(O)/~(H). 
7.3. Contribution of Molecular Hydrogen 
As shown in Tab le 2, data for mo lecu lar hydrogen were 
avai lab le for the galaxies NGC 224, NGC 598, NGC 628, 
NGC 925, NGC 1097, NGC 2403, NGC 2903, NGC 303 1, 
NGC 3184, NGC 3 198, NGC 4258, NGC 5 194, NGC 5236, 
NGC 5457, and NGC 6946. Therefore, for these galaxies it 
was possible to compare COAs including molecular hydrogen 
to abundances that leave out the contribu tion from molecular 
hydrogen. 
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Figure 6 shows the COA versus radius for NGC 628 when 
molecu lar hydrogen is included (open circ les) and when it is 
not included (solid squares). In this plot, the upper (so lid) hor-
izontal line represents the asympto te obtained when molecu-
lar hydrogen is included, while the lower (dashed) horizontal 
line represents the asymptote when it is not. The values for 
these two asymptotes are 8.22 and 8.13, respectively. Likewise, 
Sadavoy & McCall (2006) found differences for NGC 5457 and 
NGC 6946 to be 0.07 and 0. 12, respectively. 
10 
Of the 15 galaxies fo r which H2 data were available, only 
NGC 2903 showed a difference of greater than 0.09 dex 
between the asymptotic abundance with H2 compared to the 
abundance not taking into account H2 . The difference between 
the asymptotes for NGC 2903 was 0.17 dex. No galaxy showed 
a decrease in the asymptotic oxygen abundance when molecular 
hydrogen was factored in. The average difference in asymptotes 
when H2 is taken into accou nt versus when it is not, when 
NGC 2903 is eXCluded, is 0.046 dex. When NGC 2903 is 
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Galaxy Oj H Grad ient 
(dcx kpc-l) 
(I) 
NGC 224 -0.009 ± 0.008 
NGC 300 -0.072 ± 0.016 
NGC 598 -0. 150 ± 0.031 
NGC 628 -0.03 1 ± 0.004 
NGC 925 -0.0 13 ± 0.003 
NGC 1097 -0.027 ± 0.006 
NGC 1232 - 0.056 ± 0.012 
NGC 1365 - 0.022 ± 0.004 
NGC 2403 -0.024 ± 0.006 
NGC 2903 -0.057 ± 0.015 
NGC 303 1 -0.050 ± 0.008 
NGC 3 184 -0.056 ± 0.008 
NGC 3 198 -0.03 1 ± 0.007 
NGC4258 -0.0 10 ± 0.002 
NGC4559 -0.0 16 ± 0.006 
NGC 5194 - 0.0 17 ± 0.006 
NGC 5236 -0.043 ± 0.004 
NGC 5457 -0.035 ± 0.002 
NGC 6946 -0.027 ± 0.007 
NGC 7793 -0.086 ± 0.024 
Table 4 
Parameters of the Oxygen Abunda nce Profiles 
Asy mptotc COA COA (Last Point) 
(r(O)/ r(H)) at Last Point -r(O)/r(H) 
(2) (3) (4) 
8.52 ± 0.04 8.52 ± 0.04 0.00 
8.053 ± 0.05 8.103 ± 0.05 0.05 
8.04 ± 0. 11 8.08 ± 0. 10 0.04 
8.22 ± 0.02 8.32 ± 0.02 0.10 
8.60 ± 0 .02 8.62 ± 0.02 0.02 
8.56 ± 0.04 8.57 ± 0.04 0.0 1 
8. 15a ± 0.06 8.19a ± 0.06 0.01 
8.54a ± 0.03 8.60" ± 0.03 0.07 
8.39 ± 0.02 
8.45 ± 0.04 8.47 ± 0.04 0.02 
8.39 ± 0.02 8.43 ± 0.02 0.05 
8.44 ± 0.02 8.56 ± 0.02 0. 12 
7.90 ± 0 .02 8.25 ± 0.03 0.35 
8.4 1 ± 0.02 8.42 ± 0.02 0.02 
8.233 ± 0.06 8.343 ± 0.03 0. 11 
8.70 ± 0.02 8.76 ± 0.02 0.05 
8.33 ± 0.02 8.52 ± 0.02 0.20 
8.34 ± 0.0 1 8.42 ± 0.0 1 0.08 
8.49 ± 0.02 8.54 ± 0.03 0.05 
8.18a ± 0.07 8.29a ± 0.04 0.11 
COA 
at Ro 
(5) 
8.53 ± 0.0 1 
8.23 ± 0.02 
8. 18± 0.09 
8.45 ± 0.0 1 
8.64 ± 0 .0 1 
8.63 ± 0.02 
8.25 ± 0.04 
8.56 ± 0.0 1 
8.56 ± 0.0 1 
8.60 ± 0.0 1 
8.38 ± 0.0 1 
8.46 ± 0.0 1 
8.33 ± 0.0 1 
8.7 1 ± 0.0 1 
8.55 ± 0.02 
8.28 ± 0.02 
COA (Ro) 
-r(O)/r(H) 
(6) 
0.01 
0. 18 
0. 14 
0.23 
0.04 
0.07 
0.\0 
0.02 
0. 11 
0. 16 
0.48 
0.05 
0. 10 
0.38 
0.06 
0.\0 
Notes. ( I ) Oxygen abundance grad ient (see Figure 3). (2) Asy mptote of the cumulative abundance profi le (see Fi gure 5). (3) Cumu lative oxygen abundance at the 
last measurcment in the cu mul ativc abundance profile. (4) Difference between cumulative oxygen abundance at last point and asy mptotc. (5) Cumulat ive oxygen 
abundance at the isophotal radius, Ro. (6) Difference between cu mulative oxygen abu ndance at Ro and asymptote. 
3 0.05 dex has been added to account for the systematic effect of miss ing H2 data. 
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Figure 6. Cumul ative oxygen abundance vs. deprojected radius fo r NGC 628, 
with and without the contri butio n of H2. The upper points, exponent ial fi t, and 
so lid horizontal line are equiva lent to those in Figure 5, i.e., they apply to 
the cumulative abundances including H2. Thc lower points are the cumulative 
abundances of oxygen including atom ic hydrogen atoms on ly. The dotted 
line running through thc curve and the dashed hori zontal line represent the 
exponential fi t and the asymptote, respectively. 
included, the mean difference is 0,055 dex, Since this is a 
systematic effect, fina l cumulative abundances for a ll galaxies 
lacking H2 data were detennined by adding 0.05 dex to the 
asymptote of the cumu lative abundances. 
7.4. Ullcerta inties ill Asymptotes 
The robustness of this method for evaluating asymptotic abun-
dances was tested by comparing the result for an exponentia ll y 
I I 
decaying curve beginning at a radius 10% greater than that of 
the peak of the H I column density with that fo r a cu rve starting 
at the H I peak. For all galaxies in the sample, the maximum 
difference was less than 0 .0 I dex . This difference is less than 
the e rror associated with the each asymptote. 
Pilyugin (2002) showed that for spiral galaxies, no bend in 
the s lope of the oxygen abundance gradient exists, In fact, it was 
assu med here that the gradient is constant across the entire extent 
of H I sampled. For all galaxies in the sample, a comparison was 
made between asymptotes that were calcu lated with gradients 
whose slopes stay constant, and those that were calculated wi th 
gradients that flatten out at 12+log(O j H) = 7.2. The value of 
7.2 is the oxygen abundance of I Zw 18, one of two of the 
most meta l-deficient star-forming galaxies known (Thuan & 
Izotov 2005), For a ll galaxies in the samp le, the difference in 
asymptotes is less than 0.0 I dex. This is much smaller than 
the error contributed al ready by the uncertainty in the fit to the 
oxygen abundance gradient. 
Some of the cumulative abundance trends demonstrate s light 
deviations from exponentials that can lead to the suspicion 
that the asymptotes obtained are systematically too low, For 
examp le, for NGC 300, NGC 4559, and NGC 5457, it can be 
seen that the cumu lative abu ndances at the largest rad ii begin to 
level out fas ter than the exponential does . For these galaxies, the 
asymptote of the exponential function may be a lower limit to 
the tru e overall cumu lative abundance, An upper limit is given 
by the point at the larges t radius. In 17 of the 20 galaxies, the 
asymptote and the last point are within 0 .11 dex of each other. 
Notable except ions are NGC 2403, NGC 3 198, and NGC 5263. 
Several measures could be taken to improve the confidence 
of the asymptotes. Increasing the range of radii over which 
oxygen abundances are measured would reduce extrapolation 
uncertainties. Also, H I maps that extend to larger radii wou ld 
a llow fo r an extension to the cumulative abundance plots, Since 
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Figure 7. Comparison of abundances at fiducial radii wi th asy mptot ic cumu lative abundances. So lid lines mark equality. (a) O/ H at r = 0; (b) O/ H at r = 0.4 Ro; 
(c) O/ H at ,. = Ro; (d) Cu mulat ive 0 / 1-1 at ,. = Ro. 
many of the curves only begin to level out toward the edges 
of the H I maps, sampling H l out fa rther will likely lead to 
clearer asympto tic behavior fo r the cumulative abundances. In 
this work, the exponential fi t to the cumulative abundance plots 
starts at the radiu s at which the colum n density of H I peaks. For 
most of the galaxies, this choice appears to be valid. However, 
for others, it appears that another starting poin t may in fact lead 
to a better fi tti ng exponential. 
7.5. CUllluia/ive Abundance of NGC 2403 
Although the rad ia l trend of COAs leads to an asympto tic 
abundance for most spiral galaxies, this is not the case for 
NGC 2403. An exponential function cannot be said to approx-
imate the shape of the COA plo t for thi s galaxy. The reason 
why the method fails fo r NGC 2403 is probab ly due to the fac t 
that it possesses a very shallow abundance gradient. When in te -
grating out to larger and larger rad ii , the cumu lative abundance 
dec reases very slowly with radius. This same shortcoming is 
observed (though to a m uch lesser extent) for some of the other 
shallow-gradient galaxies, such as NGC 925, NGC 4258, and 
NGC5 194. 
For NGC 2403, a better approximation to the overall abun-
dance may be the cumulative abundance at the limiting rad iu s 
of measurement. However, this value has to be considered to be 
an upper limit. 
7.6. Oxygen Abundance at r = 0, r = 0.4 Ro, and r = Ro 
Zari tsky et a l. ( 1994) proposed that overa ll abundances for 
sp ira ls be quantifi ed by O/H at 0.4 Ro, where Ro is the 
isophotal radius. Values of Ro are listed in Tab le 2. Table 5 
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and Figure 7(b) compare abundances at r = 0.4 Ro and 
the asymptotic cumu lative abundances, I (O)/I (H), for all 
galaxies in the sampl e. The diagonal li ne in Figure 7(b) 
represents equality. The correlation is weak . In a ll instances, the 
abundance at 0 .4 Ro is larger than the asymptotic abundance. 
The average diffe rence between the two is 0.22 dex. Clearly, the 
abundance at 0 .4 Ro is an unreliab le index of the overa ll oxygen 
abundance of a spira l. 
The Zaritsky method fo r calcu lating overall oxygen abun-
dances suffers from several inadequacies. The method neces-
saril y rel ies on an estimat ion of metal licity fo r the whole galaxy 
based on the oxygen abundance at a radi us defi ned by a par-
ticul ar surface brightness. The choice of surface brightness is 
based on a comparison of the oxygen abundance at 0 .4 Ro versus 
bl ue magni tude, c ircular velocity, and Hubble type. However, 
no proof has been found to direc tly relate the overa ll oxygen 
abundance to any of these parameters. Moreover, no standard 
shape for H I column densi ty distri butions has been observed. 
Therefore, absolute amounts of both hydrogen and oxygen at 
radii larger than 0 .4 Ro can vary unpred ictab ly, leading to a 
COA uncoupled from O/ H at 0.4 Ro. 
Table 5 and Figure 7 also compare oxygen abundances at the 
fidu c ial rad ii r = 0 and r = Ro with the asymptotic cumulat ive 
abundances. Again, correlations are weak. It is conc luded that it 
is not possible to re liably gauge the global chemical composition 
of a spiral disk from a measurement of the oxygen abundance 
at a single radius. 
Ta ble 4 and Figure 7(d) compare the cumulative abun-
dances at r = Ro with the asymptotic cumulat ive abundances. 
Figure 7(d) shows a tighter correlat ion than that of I(O)/~ (H) 
and the oxygen abundances at either r = 0, r = 0.4 Ro, 
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Table 5 
Comparison of Abundances at Fiducial Rad ii with Asy mptotic Cum ulative Abundances 
Galaxy OA Ro O/ H at O/ H at O/ H at Asy mptote O/ H at OA Ro 
(arcmin) r=O r=OA Ro r= Ro (~(O)/~(H )) -~(O)/ ~(H ) 
NGC 224 38. 11 8.63 8.55 8.43 8.52 ± 0.04 0.04 
NGC300 4.38 8.54 8.36 8.09 8.05a ± 0.05 0.32 
NGC 598 3.72 8.76 8.2 1 7.40 8.04 ± 0. 11 0.58 
NGC628 1.96 8.67 8.50 8.26 8.22 ± 0.02 0.30 
NGC925 2. 10 8.76 8.69 8.57 8.60 ± 0.02 0.08 
NGC 1097 1.87 8.92 8.68 8.31 8.56 ± 0.04 0. 13 
NGC 1232 IA8 8.98 8.52 7.85 8.18a ±0.06 0.35 
NGC 1365 2.24 8.86 8.69 8.44 8.54' ± 0.03 0.11 
NGC2403 4.38 8.50 8.4 1 8.27 
NGC 2903 2.52 8.93 8.58 8.06 8.45 ± 0.04 0.12 
NGC 303 1 5.38 8.77 8.49 8.05 8.39 ± 0.02 0. 10 
NGC 3 184 1.48 8.99 8.7 1 8.3 1 8.44 ± 0.02 0.27 
NGC 3 198 1.70 8.64 8.43 8.12 7.90 ± 0.02 0.53 
NGC4258 3.72 8.57 8.49 8.36 8.41 ± 0.02 0.08 
NGC4559 2. 14 8.46 8.38 8.25 8.23a ± 0.06 0.15 
NGC 5 194 2. 16 8.85 8.76 8.64 8.70 ± 0.02 0.06 
NGC 5236 2.58 8.88 8.72 8.49 8.33 ± 0.02 0.40 
NGC 5457 5.77 8.77 8.40 7.84 8.34 ± 0.0 1 0.02 
NGC6946 2.30 8.69 8.54 8.31 8.49 ± 0.02 0.09 
NGC 7793 1.87 8.47 8.34 8. 16 8.18' ± 0.07 0. 16 
Note. a 0.05 dex has been added to accou nt for the systematic effect of mi ssi ng H2 data. 
or r = Ro. The COAs at r = Ro are systematicall y higher 
than I (O)/I (H) by 0. 14 ± 0. 12 dex. If the two outliers 
(NGC 3 198 and NGC 5236) are removed, the difference be-
comes 0. 10 ± 0 .06 dex. 
The new method di scussed in thi s study takes into account 
absolute amounts of both oxygen and hydrogen at all radi i. 
Therefore, it calcu lates the true ratio of oxygen atoms to 
hydrogen atoms. It is not based on an estimation of oxygen 
abundance at any specific radi us. Thu s, it is justifi ed to conclude 
that the method described in thi s study gives a more accurate 
estimation of the overall oxygen abundance of a spiral. 
8. CONCLUS IONS AN D FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
[n thi s study, a new method fo r calculating the tota l oxygen 
abundance of spi ra l galaxies, first introduced by Sadavoy & 
McCall (2006), has been established and improved th rough 
applica tion to 20 spirals. This method invol ves findin g the 
cumu lative amounts of oxygen and hydrogen at increasing rad ii. 
The eOA approaches an asymptote at large rad ii . At radii 
beyond the peak in the colum n densi ty of H I , the trend in 
eOAs can be approx.imated by an exponential functi on, and the 
asymptote can be used to gauge the overa ll oxygen abundance 
of the galaxy. 
The bulk of the hydrogen gas within each galaxy is contained 
in two fo rms: neutral hydrogen , H, and molecular hydrogen, 
H2 . From analys is of 15 galaxies, it was found that molecular 
hydrogen only contributes a minimal amount to the overa ll 
hydrogen content when variations in N(H,)/I(CO) with O/ H 
are accommodated. Consequently, of the 15 galaxies with CO 
data available, the average difference in COA from when H2 
was taken into account compared to when it was no t was onl y 
0.05 dex. Thu s, COAs for galaxies for which H2 data are not 
available should be augmented by 0.05 dex to account for the 
missing hydrogen. 
The method developed in this thesis is the best technique 
for finding overall oxygen abundances of galaxies displaying 
radial gradients in chemical composition, particularly spira ls. 
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h is unambiguous in the way it estimates abundances, since it 
accounts for all atoms of oxygen and hydrogen withou t linkage 
to an arbitrary choice of rad iu s. Other techniques for estimating 
the overall oxygen abundance, most notably the es timate of 
0 .4 Ro proposed by Zaritsky et a l. ( 1994), are unreliab le because 
they are exp licitly tied to radius. While the estimate of 0.4 Ro 
may sometimes give a good approx.imation, it has been shown 
that a difference between the 0 .4 Ro method and the one 
presented here can be more than 0.5 dex (see Table 5). Each 
galaxy is uniq ue in its distribution of oxygen and hydrogen, 
and there is no c lear evidence to show that the overall oxygen 
abundance can be gauged from a measurement at a single radiu s. 
Despite its success, the new method for calculating oxygen 
abundances is not without limitations. In this study, NGC 2403 
did not demonstrate an exponentia lly decayi ng profi le when 
cum ulative abundances were calculated out to large radii. This 
could be explained by its very shallow oxygen abundance 
gradient, similar to dwarf irregu lar galaxies. This shallow 
gradient contributed to an almost fl at cumulati ve abundance 
curve. It might even be reasonable to approximate the oxygen 
abundance of this galaxy to be constant across all radii . In this 
case, the cumulat ive abu ndance curve wou ld also be flat , and 
the global abundance wou ld be obvious. 
The method developed in this study will be used in a 
subsequent paper in an effort to compare the chemical evo lut ion 
of spiral galaxies to that of dwarf irregulars. 
The authors thank Raoul Haschke for his earl y contributions 
to the determination of the cumulative abundance of M33. 
M.L.M. is grateful to the Natura l Sciences and Engineering 
Research Council of Canada for its continuing support. 
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